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Psephology
Introduction
In recent decades, psephology has permanently changed political analysis. Until scientific
polls, Americans did not have a statistically sound way to predict elections, and not until
probabilistic models in 2004 could political analysts simulate elections before they occur. These
developments allow American politics to abandon the human inaccuracies of political “gutfeeling” punditry, but it does mean that politics can abandon human intuition. Computer cannot
independently make certain judgements that humans can. Going into the future, probabilistic
models with minimal human intervention will provide the most accurate predictions of elections.
Section I: The Inaccuracy of Analyzing Past Elections
In 1952, British classicist W. F. R. Hardie coined the term “psephology”1 to describe the
discipline of statistically analyzing polls and election results. The term comes the Greek root
“psephos” – meaning pebble – because Ancient Greece used to use disc-shaped pebbles to count
the results of their democratic elections.
The quantification of democracy has obviously advanced since counting pebbles. Now, in
our modern democratic republic, Americans do not want to just count the metaphorical pebbles.
They want to count the pebbles before the election has actually occurred. Enter polling. The idea
of polling gave the basis to psephology. Before polling became main place, one could not give
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reasonable predictions about elections. People who wanted to predict outcomes of races could
only use the past data from elections, and past election data only goes so far for a few reasons:
Firstly, the United States has only held a handful of elections. Even between 1788 and
2016, the U.S. has only had 58 elections2. This limited sample size hampers the ability to
produce statistically significant analysis. According to the central limit theorem in statistics, a
sample requires 30 elements in order to have an approximately normal distribution3, which
allows a statistician to compute accurate means and standard deviations of the data. This theorem
would mean that a statistician could not analyze U.S. presidential elections in a statistically
sound manner until 1904 – the thirtieth presidential election.
Section II: Era of Polls (1916-2002)
During the 1916 election, The Literary Digest – a defunct New York magazine -conducted the first national presidential poll4 in order to grow a subscriber base. The periodical
mailed out millions of surveys and counted the results of the one mailed back. The magazine
corrected predicted the presidential elections in 1916, 1920, 1924, 1928, and 1932 and
subsequently drew interest to the concept of national polling.
Over time, The Literary Digest had gained a wealthy subscriber base and tended to favor
Republicans. This bias caught up to the magazine, and it unfortunately incorrectly predicted that
Kansas Governor Alf Landon would beat President Franklin Roosevelt in his reelection effort in
1936.
Iowa native George Gallup recognized that a poll should have a sample representative of
the American population5. He took a poll of a sample smaller than that of The Literary Digest but
more demographically representation of the U.S. electorate. As a result, Gallup correctly
predicted that Roosevelt would win reelection in a landslide thereby discrediting The Literary
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Digest into irrelevancy. Pollsters have significantly improved their methods since Gallup’s
method of surveying a representative sample once a few days before an election. Now, polling
organizations use tracking polls, which cover responses for a span of a few days, and they will
issue many of these polls throughout an election cycle – sometimes multiple times a week.
Section III: Poll Aggregation (2002-2004)
The popularization of the Internet allowed people to analyze polls in a completely new
way. Political analysts could now compile all polling data for certain races into a program called
a “poll aggregator”6.
In 2000, advertising executive Tom Bevan and Chicago Board Options Exchange trade
John McIntyre founded RealClearPolitics7 – the first political aggregator website. Bevan and
McIntyre conducted their first aggregation analysis for the midterm elections in 2002. In this
aggregation, RealClearPolitics compiles all polling data for a race and averages the margins
between the candidates. Since 2002, many publications have used the RealClearPolitics average
as a standard metric for how well a candidate is doing in a race. By the 2004 presidential
election, many other aggregation sites had sprouted up.
Section IV: Probabilistic Methods (2004 – present)
Sites like RealClearPolitics give very valuable information with their aggregations. They
can give a general idea of how certain events affect support. For example, after The Washington
Post leaked a video of Trump saying lewd comments about women to Billy Bush (first cousin of
George W. and Jeb) of Access Hollywood8 on October 7, 2016, it was natural to wonder how
such a comment would affect Trump support, and RealClearPolitics gave the public a general
idea of how the tape affected the election. Between October 7 and 18, Clinton’s RCP margin of
victory increased from 4.7 percentage points to 7.0 – a 2.3 percentage point jump9. Of course,
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many factors go into the first derivative of a candidate’s support, the Billy Bush scandal was not
occurring in a vacuum. Other events were subsequently happening during the 11-day span that
may have either mitigated the blow of the scandal or hurt Trump even more. Since psephologists
cannot run an experiment whereby The Washington Post did not leak that tape as researches in
hard sciences can do, nobody can never know what caused that 2.3 percentage point jump.
Regardless, RealClearPolitics still provides valuable data.
However, when people go to RCP and read the average, they do not really care what the
actual number of the margin is. Instead, they care about the direction of a margin. The problem is
that sites like RCP foster a binary mindset with regards to analyzing elections. On one hand, that
mindset makes sense: only one of the two major candidates can win. Nevertheless, a person may
see that Clinton had a 7.0 percentage point margin in her favor on October 18 and consequently
assume Clinton has to win, and obviously, that person had incorrectly predicted the outcome.
This mindset can distill to a generalization that people do not care by how much
somebody, but they want to know the chance of someone winning. When RCP started in 2002,
only one metric could measure the probability that a candidate would an election: betting
markets, but in 2004, Princeton neuroscience professor and former Duke postdoctoral fellow
Sam Wang changed that fact10. He gave American political junkies the first notable instance of
probabilistic aggregation of polls: the Princeton Election Consortium11.
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During the 2008 election and thereafter, other forecasting websites started up. Popular
sits that assign probabilities to elections include PollSavvy, The Upshot on The New York Times
website, PredictWise, Kemp/Slate, Daily Kos, The Huffington Post, and DeSart and Holbrook.
However, Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight arguably takes
the cake for the most popular and most significant.
This analysis on psephology will focus on
FiveThirtyEight as a case study in order to analyze
how to construct a prediction model for a presidential
election – for three reasons:
1. Nate Silver discloses his algorithm. The program he
uses to run his model is open source. Many other
notable forecasters do not reveal much about their algorithm.
2. It is the most notable.
3. This essay has a limited length to analyze these forecasters, and one in-depth analysis
would provide more insight than one that skims the surface of all of them.
Section V: How Generic Probabilistic Models Work
Though each probabilistic model for predicting elections has a slightly different
algorithm (a fact that this essay will explore later), the general premise is still the same. A model
aggregates polls from each state and EV-producing district (a term this essay will use for the
District of Columbia, Maine’s congressional districts, and Nebraska’s congressional districts as
they send votes to the Electoral College as the fifty states do.) It then creates standardized curves
for the probability that each candidate will win the state or district mostly based on margin of
error in the polls (FiveThirtyEight’s model has a bit more complexity, but this analysis will dive
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into that soon.) Once the model has produced those curves, it runs a large number of simulations
of the election based on them. FiveThirtyEight simulates 20,000 elections for each state12, but
different models use different numbers of trials.
The image to the left13 displays FiveThirtyEight’s
predictions for the outcome of Ohio on the day of
the 2016 presidential election. To put it in
probabilistic terms, let event OHHC represent Hillary
Clinton winning Ohio. Let event OHDT represent
Donald Trump winning Ohio. Let event OHGJ
represent former New Mexico Governor and
Libertarian Party nominee Gary Johnson winning Ohio.
FiveThirtyEight rounds these probabilities to the nearest thousandth’s place, so the
following three intervals represent ranges of more precise probabilities, where P(OHDT) +
P(OHHC) + P(OHGJ) = 1
P(OHDT) Î [0.6455, 0.6465)
P(OHHC) Î [0.3535, 03545)
P(OHGJ) Î [0, 0.001)
These probabilities actually come from the 20,000 simulations. They represent the proportion of
simulations that each candidate won. The following intervals represent the number of simulated
elections each candidate could have won on the last group of 20,000 simulations where W
represent the number of wins for a candidate, where WDT + WHC + WGJ = 20,000.
WDT Î [12910, 12920)
WHC Î [7070, 7080)
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WGJ Î [0, 10)
As shown by the interval of Johnson’s possible number of wins in the final simulation, he could
have won 0 times. If he did win 0 times, then why does FiveThirtyEight give him a <0.001
chance of winning Ohio? Why does the model not just say his probability of winning Ohio
equals 0? Well, anything is technically possible, so FiveThirtyEight shies away from saying a
candidate can never win an election. What if Trump or Clinton suddenly died the day of the
election before many people voted? What if they both died? Most likely, many more Ohioans
would vote for Johnson because there previously desired candidate was no longer living.
Additionally, all the pollsters could have been extremely biased against Johnson and
underestimated his actual amount of support. Of course, none of these scenarios occurred, but
they could have! This extremely small but non-zero probability of Johnson winning accounts for
these highly improbable yet possible scenarios.
Section VI: The Necessity of Election Simulation
With 47.3 quadrillion combinations in the Electoral College, on a non-supercomputer, a
computer program that calculates the probability of each combination of occurring would take
too long. Websites like FiveThirtyEight update their forecasts at least every day, so an algorithm
that takes so long is not conducive to a frequently updating site.
Even if a normal computer could quickly enough calculate the probabilities for these
outcomes, finding the joint probabilities of these values is also very difficult. Calculating P(A) +
P(B) – P(A ∩ B) for a few events is easy, but this program would have to calculate P(A) + P(B)
– P(A ∩ B) for quadrillions of combinations!
Enter simulation. Simulation facilitates this whole process. Just as shown with the
example of Ohio, an election forecast will simulate an election a number of times large enough
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to give a big enough sample but small enough that a computer program could complete it fairly
quickly. FiveThirtyEight conducted 20,000 simulations – the number that it uses for individual
states -- every time it updated its presidential forecast. To retroactively compute Trump’s chance
of winning the 2016 election, a simple election forecasting program would retrieve all the
probabilities of each candidate winning each state and EV-producing district. The program
would create and array of 56 integer variables (50 states + D.C. + Nebraska’s 3 congressional
districts + Maine’s 2 congressional district) that represent the number of electoral for each of
those states and EV-producing districts. Then, the program would create a parallel array or a
HashMap that contains the probability that Trump wins each state or EV-producing district. The
simulations occur by following these 7 steps:
1. Pick a state or EV-producing district to start the simulation.
2. Create a random variable representing Trump’s chance of winning that state.
3. If Trump wins the state, add the number of electoral votes the state or EV-producing
district has and add that to Trump’s running total of electoral votes.
4. Repeat the second and third steps for every state and EV-producing district.
a. Create a condition that excludes any simulations that include the aforementioned
impossible outcomes in Maine and Nebraska.
5. If at the end of the simulation, Trump has an electoral total of 270 or more votes, then
increment the total number of simulated victories that Trump has.
6. Repeat the first through sixth steps the number of times desired for simulation.
7. Divide Trump’s number of simulated victories by total number of simulations. This
quotient equals Trump’s estimated probability of Trump winning at least 270 electoral
votes.
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Of course, some sampling error will exist, but it is most likely so minute that it does not really
make a difference.
Section VII: History of FiveThirtyEight
Born in East Lansing, Michigan, on January 13, 1978,16 Nate Silver earned B.A. in
economics from the University of Chicago in 2000.15 He started his career as transfer pricing
consultant in Chicago at KPMG – one of the “Big Four” accounting firms in the world.17 Silver
held started this job immediately after his graduation from
University of Chicago in 2000 but quit in 2003 because he did
not enjoy the job.
While working at KPMG, Silver was simultaneously and
privately working on his algorithm that forecasting the
performance of baseball players: Player Empirical
Comparison and Optimization Test Algorithm (PECOTA). He sold the interface to Baseball
Prospectus, a website on sabermetrics – the statistical analysis of baseball. Sabermetrics is to
baseball as psephology is to elections. Nate sold this program for a partnership in Baseball
Prospectus and wrote for the website between 2003 and 2008.
Silver has a history of arriving at a new venture by working on something of the side
while working a different job. He developed PECOTA while working at KPMG, and while
working at Baseball Prospectus in 2007, Nate began writing a blog on the Daily Kos in which he
analyzed the 2008 presidential primaries18. He used his experiences as a transfer pricing
consultant and an expert of sabermetrics to apply a quantitative analysis to the race.
In March of 2008, Silver started the FiveThirtyEight website that the political world
knows today. The name of site comes the total number of votes in the Electoral College. The
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website gained exposure throughout the primaries as Nate under the pseudonym “Poblano”. He
correctly predicted the Democratic primaries in North Carolina and Indiana whereas most
mainstream pollsters incorrectly predicted them. After Obama and McCain clinched their
nominations, Silver, who had revealed his identity at this point, constructed a general election
forecast not too different to the one used in 2016. Over the course of the month of October 2008,
3.63 unique visitors went to FiveThirtyEight website19.
For the general election, Silver’s first election model correctly predicted 54 of 56 races in
the presidential election. He incorrectly predicted the McCain would win Indiana and NE-220. To
Silver’s credit, the swing congressional districts of ME-2 and NE-2 have a high degree of
unpredictability because not many organizations poll there. A poll from Nebraska’s 2nd
congressional district does not sound as sexy as a poll from a state that all the media hinges on –
such as Ohio or Florida. In 2016, FiveThirtyEight could base their prediction of NE-2 from only
two polls21 whereas the attention-hogging state of Florida had 148 polls in its prediction model22.
The lack of polling would make sense if NE-2 was extremely Republican, but Republicans only
have a slight edge in the district. Even though it only produces 1 electoral vote, every electoral
vote matters in an era of tight elections.
On June 3, 2010, the website moved to The
New York Times website23, and for the 2012
presidential election, he correctly predicted every
one of the 56 presidential races24. In 2013, sports
media company ESPN bought FiveThirtyEight,
and the blog left The New York Times website25.
Since Disney owns ESPN26, by transitive property,
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Disney owns FiveThirtyEight. After this acquisition, FiveThirtyEight still did their traditional
political analyses, but they expanded into more topics, such as sports analytics, economics, and
popular culture.
Section VIII: FiveThirtyEight’s General Election Model
Nate Silver basically built a version of an election forecast discussed earlier except a bit
more complex. He has been using pretty much the same model since 2008, but he made three
main changes from the 2012 model:
1. The model did not favor Trump or Clinton because of their position as the major party
nominees. It analyzed polling figures for third-party candidates as it would for Clinton
and Trump.
2. Due to relatively popular third-party candidates – Gary Johnson, Jill Stein, and Evan
McMullin – the model had to make changes to account for their performance.
3. The model started to have three sub-models: polls-only, polls-plus, and now-cast. The
polls-only model bases it prediction almost entirely on polls. The polls-plus model took
other factors into account, and the now-cast made a prediction based upon on how the
candidates would perform if the election occurred on that day.
The forecast takes into account the historical accuracy of polls since the 1972 general
election. This factor caused FiveThirtyEight to give Clinton a relatively lower chance of victory
than competing forecasts. The FiveThirtyEight model gave Trump a 0.286 chance of winning
whereas the following other models gave Trump a much lower probability of winning:27
1. PollSavvy: 0.18
2. The Upshot of The New York Times: 0.15
3. PredictWise: 0.15
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4. Kremp of Slate: 0.10
5. Daily Kos: 0.08
6. The Huffington Post: 0.017
7. DeSart and Holbrook: 0.014
8. The Princeton Election Consortium: 0.01
The forecast takes into account the historical accuracy of polls since the 1972 general
election. This factor caused FiveThirtyEight to give Clinton a relatively lower chance of victory
than competing forecasts. The FiveThirtyEight model gave Trump a 0.286 chance of winning
whereas the following other models gave Trump a much lower probability of winning:
State polls supersede national polls. Though national polls have some indirect influence
in a candidate’s chances, since the U.S. does not elect its president via a popular vote,
performance in individual states and EV-producing districts ultimately decides the victor.
National polls only help with determining house effects and trend-lines, which will be discussed
later.
The model correlates certain states as well thereby correlating errors between states. In
other words, if a candidate outperforms polls in Ohio, his chance of outperforming polls in
Pennsylvania is higher than the chance of outperforming polls in Nevada because the Keystone
and Buckeye States are demographically, politically, and historically similar. Nevada and Ohio
are not as similar.
What factors do the polls-plus model include? The health of the American economy
increases the chance of the nominee of the incumbent president’s party. Because the American
economy was performing the best that it had since 2007 at the time of the 2016 election and that
White House had a Democrat in Obama, this factor helped Clinton throughout the election.
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The polls-plus model incorporated predicted poll bounces after the party conventions.
Historically, a party convention helps that party’s nominee in the polls by approximately 3-to-4
percentage points because they typically provide a high amount of positive media attention to the
party and the candidate’s campaign. However, the influence of the event has diminished in recent
elections.
A third-party candidate’s high position in polls does not have as much of an effect in the
polls-plus model. Early in an election, the support for minor party candidates who do well in
polls usually levels off later in the election. Third-party candidate, Ross Perot, at one point early
in the 1992 presidential election was leading incumbent President George H.W. Bush and thenArkansas Governor Bill Clinton28! This support eventually faded.
Historical voting patterns of certain demographics plays a bigger role in the polls-plus,
but they do still have influence in the polls-only model. However, as the election day nears, the
polls-plus and polls-only models approach each other because the polls-plus matter has less
future events to assume.
The first step of the model is poll collection. FiveThirtyEight tries to collect a high
sample of polls for each state and EV-producing districts, but certain polls have very little
credibility. Sometimes, presidential campaigns and PACs will release their own polls.
FiveThirtyEight deems these polls as having an inherent bias due to their affiliation with a
specific candidate. Additionally, FiveThirtyEight bans certain pollsters. These pollsters will have
an ‘F’ on the aforementioned rating system. FiveThirtyEight will ban a pollster if the website
suspects that the organization is disseminating fraudulent information or conducting unethical
polling practices.
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Nonetheless, weights of each poll in the model do not solely take the pollster’s rating into
account. A poll of likely voters superseded a poll of registered voters, which would supersede a
poll of all adults. The opinions of the American adult population do not matter if they do not
vote. If a poll has two versions – one with Johnson and one without the New Mexico governor –
FiveThirtyEight will use the ones with Johnson. A larger sample size gives more weight to a poll
because a larger sample size mitigates the effect of sampling error. A more recent poll will have
more influence than a less recent poll. The influence of how recently an organization released a
poll increases as the Election Day nears. A fluctuation in polls early in the race does not matter
as much as one later on, so it is more important to get recent polls closer to the day of the
election.
FiveThirtyEight also applies a trend-line to poll numbers. If a candidate has been
increasing in a specific poll, this trend will increase his chances using LOESS regression. The
aggressiveness of the trend-line decreases as election day nears because a candidate’s actual
support has less time to change close to the election.
Some pollsters tend to favor certain parties thereby creating a “house effect”. Rasmussen
Reports historically favors Republican nominees, but this preference does not necessarily affect
the derivate of the function of a candidate’s support. Organizations like Rasmussen and their
Democratic-leaning equivalent can still accurately report changes in support for certain
candidates. FiveThirtyEight mitigates the house effect by comparing pollsters against each other
and tracking the typical point percentage they favor a certain candidate. The model then subtracts
this figure from the pollsters’ numbers.
FiveThirtyEight allocates undecided voters equally between the two major party
candidates. According to retroactive data, this method works better than allocating
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proportionally. Later in the race, third-party candidates get some of that undecided vote in the
model because if a voter has not made up his mind yet, he is more likely to vote for a third party.
The model predicts how certain demographics will vote by their PVI. FiveThirtyEight
has a PVI different from The Cook Political Report. Nate Silver’s index gave 75% weight to the
2012 election and 25% weight to the 2008 election whereas the Cook PVI had equal weight to
2008 and 2012. The FiveThirtyEight PVI subtracts the typical home state advantage with
candidates in elections. A presidential candidate will typically get a 7-percentage point boost in
his home state a 2-percentage point boost in the home state of his vice-presidential pick.
Additionally, certain ethnicities and religions have historic voting patterns regardless of the state
where they live.
The economic factors include the strength of the following economic aspects:
1. Jobs
2. Manufacturing
3. Real income
4. Spending levels
5. Inflation
6. The S&P 500
The model deemed the strength of the economy as historically average during the election.
Finally, certain states have a higher susceptibility to change, which FiveThirtyEight calls
“elasticity”. In other words, changes in national polls are more likely to change this “elastic”
states. Homogenous states have higher elasticity. For example, the predominantly white
electorate in New Hampshire swing as a monolith, but a racially diverse state like Mississippi
will not change as rapidly.
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Conclusion: They Got Trump Wrong. Should We Abandon These Analysts?
By listening to the media before the election, one would assume Trump could never win
the presidency, and by listening to the election after he won, one would assume he defied every
poll and statistic. Neither are actually true. The media often can act as an echo chamber. When
the polls favored Clinton, the media exaggerated by how much she led.
As Nate Silver says in his article “Why FiveThirtyEight Gave Trump A Better Chance
Than Almost Anyone Else”, the national polls were not historically inaccurate28. The polls were
on average only inaccurate by two percentage points. Though the error was not historically large,
its effects were large because of how close the race was on a state-by-state basis. A two-point
swing gave Trump important states that pollsters did not project him to win – such as Florida,
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Michigan, and Wisconsin. After all, Clinton still won a plurality
of the popular voter
However, the state polls were much less accurate than the national polls. If a national poll
underestimate white working-class turnout and overestimate Hispanic turnout, the
miscalculations may offset each other, but those demographics concentrate in different states.
The Latino overestimation meant Trump was actually winning Florida, a swing state with a large
Hispanic population. The white working-class underestimation meant Trump was also actually
winning Wisconsin and Michigan – states with a large population of white voters without college
degrees. Not only did these white non-college-educated voters have a high turnout, but they also
favored Trump much more than they had in recent elections. White working-class voters actually
voted heavily for Obama in 2008 and 2012. Arguably, they gave Ohio to Obama in 2008 and
2012 and Indiana to Obama in 2008.
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Though states in the Midwest voted for Republicans more in 2016 than they had in the
past, certain red states are becoming bluer. Highly Republican states – especially Arizona,
Georgia, and Texas with high immigrant populations are swinging to the left. This does not mean
Trump’s challenger in 2020 will necessarily win these states, but s/he will probably have a
higher chance of winning them. Peculiarly, Trump had a higher margin of victory in a swing
state like Iowa – which voted for Obama in 2008 and 2012 – than he did in a historically red
state like Texas. It is hard to imagine a political landscape where Republicans solidly win Ohio,
Michigan, and Pennsylvania but lose Texas, Georgia, and Arizona, but such a reality could
eventually occur.
FiveThirtyEight’s correlation between polling errors in demographically similar states
also led to a higher chance of a Trump victory. In other words, if a polling error occurred in
Ohio, it would probably occur in Michigan and Pennsylvania too, and this situation ended up
occurring. The other models incorrectly treated states as independent variables.
The high number of undecided voters also increased Trump’s FiveThirtyEight odds
thereby increasing the uncertainty in the 2016 election. Other models did not account for these
undecided voters, and these undecided voters ended up voting disproportionately for Trump
instead of Clinton. The low number of undecided voters in 2012 made Obama’s chances higher
than that of Clinton in 2016 even though Clinton was doing better in the polls than Obama was.
Trump’s victory does not mean American politics should abandon data analysis. Instead,
it should embrace data analysis more. The conventional wisdom artificially increased the
expectations of a Clinton victory – not the slightly inaccurate poll numbers. In the last few weeks
of the election, publications were mocking Silver because of his relatively high probability of a
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Trump victory. Critics were not using numbers to challenge Silver but instead the fact their
hunches said Trump would not win.
Nonetheless, this surprise outcome does not mean political scientists should blindly
follow statistics. The statistics need human interpretation. A computer does not know
Midwestern states are demographically similar and susceptible to swing in the same direction
unless a human input that data into the program. To an assuming computer, Pennsylvania and
Ohio are independent variables just as much as Pennsylvania and Hawaii are. Going forward,
political analysts need to put more complex variables in the probabilistic models as Silver did,
and talk about the political predictions from a probabilistic and not deterministic perspective.
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